This paper deals with modes of seeing and ways of working in contemporary Spanish theatre. It explores the methodologies of talking with actors about the preparation and enactment of a role, of observing rehearsals and discussing the setting up of the sequence of actions that makes up the theatrical performance, and how these interactive collaborations with theatre and film artists can assist in a mapping out of 'other' or largely undocumented working practices. Indeed, furthering the dissemination of these methodologies -through published interviews, editorial work, and the programming of film seasons, and other public engagement events, and production reviews, -has allowed it to be tested, assessed, and 
defying, and initiating: with corporeal language deployed to articulate a complexity of character that might not be manifest through facial expressions or verbal enunciation. On the stage I saw artistry and action but publications on actresses that I consulted positioned these women predominantly as inspirations to male agency.
1 Margarita Xirgu was the muse to Federico García Lorca, María Guerrero the virtuoso performer of Benavente and Echegaray's stage works. Yet correspondence, reviews, posters, and interviews demonstrated the ways in which these three writers were nurtured and promoted by the powerful actress-managers whose companies ' (2003, 2) , the accumulation of supposedly 'reliable' evidence, and descriptive discourses that position them as decorative stage artifacts. Such approaches frequently mask both the invisibility of practitioners' views and the degree of informed speculation that is part of all scholarship on performance. and high definition transmissions, but these have been recorded on a particular day at a particular time in front of a particular audience that often never features in the recording. There's been a specific framing of the performance, decisions made by the person recording on perspective that lead the viewer's eye and ear in a precise direction. This necessarily shapes how we read the event. In addition, as Simon Williams observes, 'the sharp edge of the acting can be blunted, the physical and tactile immediacy of the actor's presence reduced and the physical space that actors use to fill and enlarge their performances nullified by the two dimensions imposed on us by the screen ' (2015a, xi) . A recorded performance is a useful tool but one can never pretend that it is a live event.
The process of interviewing stage and screen performers and directors over the past fifteen years has been part of a methodology of consciously inscribing their contributions to the 
Nuria Espert
I have been fortunate enough to see most of Nuria Espert's stage roles over the past thirty years.
Many have remained with me: the high theatrics and sexual charge of Las criadas which I first saw in 1984 at Madrid's Sala Olimpia, a tale of two sisters who work as maids to a wealthy woman they resent and the destructive role play that shapes how they deal with the situation; and the raw emotional power of Yerma in 1986, a revival of Víctor García's staging to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of Lorca's death. With the latter, I recall the diamond-shaped grey canvas membrane set designed by Fabià Puigserver because its conceptual conceit was so distant from mimetic referents; resembling a trampoline, its swelling surface moved with the actors scrambling up its sides to create a stage environment that evoked the crest and valleys of a rural landscape. With its frame hovering over the stalls, the stretchable membrane, somewhat suggestive of a womb, evoked the protagonist's aching childlessness. As with Las criadas, the production was a revelation -dispensing with mimetic realism and all the referents I had seen pregnant woman, caressing her breasts as if to stimulate the production of milk' (Brunstein 1973, 34) . The physical dexterity of the actors who worked as technicians handling the ropes; the work on balance and fitness required to sustain a two-hour performance on the wobbly set; the attention to sound design, mixing the actors' dialogue with the whirring of the motor lifting up the trampoline-like structure all gave the production a visceral energy. Espert linked the rehearsals on Yerma to their earlier collaboration on Las criadas in 1969: gestures that do not necessarily complement the word; the knocking against the hard metallic panels that hurled both Espert and Julieta Serrano back into the constrained circular space, the challenges of balance in learning to walk in the high platform shoes across the sharp rake of the stage, the knee pads which were a practical necessity in protecting the actresses' knees as they crawled across the floor like circling wolves. Rehearsals were about setting up a process that could physicalise the play's linguistic encounters -working with the scenographic pivoting panels almost as if they were the equipment in a gym (Espert 2015) . Dispensing with the terrain of studied naturalism involved building up physical stamina through corporeal training and exercise. Yerma was, according to Espert, the forging of 'un tipo de teatro que nadie había hecho antes' (Cruz 2007, 141) . Espert shared the details of a rehearsal process -that which happens behind closed doors -that generated a staging that was to have a profound influence on stage practice in Spain, Europe, and North America.
The rehearsal room
There are times when I see a piece of work and I leave the theatre with a plethora of questions:
how was that stage moment created? How brilliant to cast that actor so effectively against type?
Why The movement of the mouth in Castilian was larger, providing broader facial gestures. Roser
Cami confessed that there was a greater physical exertion necessitated by the Castilian-language performance, which placed a weightier demand on the voice. Catalan is a more economical language, closer to the English which Bieito sees as 'less guttural than Spanish' (Bieito, Delgado and Parker 2005, 117) . So, the production felt less harsh in Catalan. Rafols acknowledged the difficulties of moving between the two languages: 'The pace is so hard and fast that there is sometimes a moment when you slip from Spanish to Catalan and you're not entirely sure it's happened until after you've said it ' (cited in Bieito, Delgado and Parker 2005, 117 ).
Pasqual's rehearsals are more discursive, a process of constructing roles slowly. Bieito allows the actors a great degree of freedom and encourages them to try out any idea, however wild or seemingly unrelated to text. For Pasqual, it is about building up layers slowly and methodically, building up a cohesive creative unit through the process of working through a play.
'If when I read a play I know how to do it, then I would not do it ' (1996, 208) , he has stated, and he shares the things he cannot easily comprehend about a play in rehearsal with the cast. Often, he is guided by the musicality of the language, and it is through the aural that he creates the stage world. For his 2014 staging of El caballero de Olmedo, flamenco musicians were in the rehearsal process throughout the development of the production and the music was composed in the developmental phase with the performers present. The musicians' low key improvisational strumming and drumming played a key role in creating a frame for the play where storytelling was prioritized and characterization harnessed in favour of a more lissom performance register.
The actors came on as if at a rehearsal, preparing to warm up and chatting informally in groups.
The audience was invited to be part of this privileged space, to watch the piece evolve. Pasqual had no set design before rehearsals began: 'Dos semanas antes de los ensayos hice una noche con Sara Baras en homenaje a Carmen Amaya y puse las sillas de los flamencos tal y como las ponen ellos normalmente. El día que empecé a poner en pie el Caballero puse las sillas más o menos en disposición que luego se transformaron en las tres posiciones del flamenco, una para cada acto' (Pasqual 2015) . The chairs were moved by the cast to create the necessary performance spaces.
Pasqual wanted to ensure that the sense of play that had prevailed in rehearsals, of actors standing up to try ideas out, of moving into roles and watching each other perform, was folded into the performances. Rosa Maria Sardà 'entered' into the role of the sage procuress Fabia, as a cape was placed onto her shoulders -she was given the prop needed to take on the role and so the performance frame moved into beginning of the play. Sardà's increased frailty -she was 73 when she took on the role -did not serve as an impediment. Rather Pasqual had Fabia observing proceedings intently from one of the chairs, as if willing the characters into their feats.
She signalled to the musicians to accompany her when she stood up to intervene in the onstage action, weaving in and out of the characters to set herself up as a controlling force, orchestrating the onstage action.
4
Having also worked as an actor early in his career, Pasqual sometimes demonstrates what he would like to see from an actor but makes it clear they should not mimic or imitate him but rather try and listen to the poetry of the language and how he or she might find their own poetic line through it. Once a production opens he does not usually see it but rather stands in the wings, listening to how it adjusts to the audience's breathing and responses. For Pasqual, I have realized it is always about allowing the verse to breathe so it is alive with the inflections of everyday speech and aligns with the music that he so often uses to underscore the action. There is never a storyboard, and increasingly the set is as bare and economical as possible -in part a response to the cuts that the Lliure has faced in the current culture of austerity -while décor is realized through and across the actors' bodies and props incorporated as necessary and deployed metaphorically as the poetic and the real come together cheek by jowl.
Interviewing Pedro, Interpreting Almodóvar
